
Michelangelo Buonarroti 
1475-1564 

 
Early Life: 
 Lived most of his childhood in Florence 

• style developed under Florentine painter Domenico Ghirlandaio 
• studied Classical art and humanist thought 
• learned about human anatomy from studying corpses  
• mother died early, childhood marked by lack of affection 

⇒ possibly why he had an argumentative and aggressive personality 
 
Early Sculpture: 
   Pieta (1498-1500), marble 

• went to Rome to study more Classical sculpture (while Florence was in political upheaval) 
• one of his most famous work, only signed work 
• pyramidal composition 
• Mary and Jesus pictured similar in age 
• still in its original place: St. Peter’s Basilica, Vatican  
• realistic drapery, also figures fit together as if real—finally organic  and realistic form in 

sculpture 
⇒ reminiscent of Roman and Greek Classical sculpture 

 
David (1501-1504), marble 

• went back to Florence when a stable republic was re-established 
• sculpted with patriotic feelings  

⇒ symbol of Florentine republic and heroic courage 
⇒ David was a symbol of Florence 

• pre-battle, has tension in body 
• combination of formal beauty and powerful expressiveness 
• contrapposto 
• tree trunk, similar to Roman statuary, also proportions similar to Hellenistic statues 

 
Sistine Chapel, 1508-1512:  
 Commissioned by Pope Julius II in the Vatican, Rome 
 Chapel built by Pope Sixtus IV 
 Perfected the art of fresco, up to this point mostly sculptor 
 Nine main narrative scenes: 

• first three: God’s creation of Earth 
• second three: Adan and Eve 
• last three: Noah and the Flood 

Creation of Adam: 
• emphasis in human body, powerful lines and organic movement 
• God breathing life into Adam, Book of Genesis 
• background behind god in the shape of a human brain… weird 

Last Judgement, (1534-1541) commissioned a while after completion of the rest of the chapel:  
• Judgment day: represents humanity face to face with salvation 
• controversial- many nude figures in a sacred chapel 

⇒ Council of Trent decided later to “clothe” the nudes 
⇒ Changed back later to its original state 

• Painted own image in flayed skin of St. Bartholomew 
• Marked transition between High Renaissance style and Mannerist style 
• “Hell” is new for Christian art- Classical imagery, twisted overlapping poses 



over 300 figures total on the Sistine Chapel ceiling 
truly mastered fresco as well as human anatomy and movement 
 

Other Works: 
 First two major relief sculptures, both between 1489-1492: 

• Battle of the Centaurs 
• Madonna of the Stairs 

Tomb of Julius II, started in 1505, finished after completion of Sistine Chapel: 
• Commissioned before Sistine Chapel, originally over 40 full figures, lavish 
• After ceiling, went back to work on a much more modest scale 

Laurentian Library, started in 1524: 
• One of his most expressive architectural designs, departure from Classical approach 
• Sculptural approach to design, same energy found in many of his sculptures 
• One of the first true Mannerist works 
• Used different colored stone, Doric columns, broken pediments, brackets 

o For both structural support and personal expression 
The Campidoglio, 1538-1539: 

• Plan for remodeling buildings surrounding Capitoline Hill 
⇒ Marcus Aurelius equestrian statue at the center of the hill 

• Not carried out until the late 1550s 
• Preserved traditional Roman monumentality 

St. Peter’s Basilica, chief architect in 1546: 
• felt it was a duty entrusted to him by God, would not accept payment 
• kept centrally planned designed with dome but simplified Bramante’s original plan 
• work proceeded quickly under Michelangelo’s management 

Rondanni Pieta, 1555-1564: 
• uncompleted work 
• at old age, still worked faster than most younger contemporaries 
• worked almost entirely at night, silence 
• long, thin forms very different than previous Classical sculpture 
• change in style reflects approaching death 

⇒ continued working on up till death 
 
Last Notes: 

Buried in Florence, many came to his funeral, beloved by his “hometown” (not actual hometown but 
spent much of his life there) 
By end of life mastered many forms of art: 

• sculpture (thought to be highest form of art) 
• painting, esp. fresco 
• writing/poetry 
• architecture 

true Renaissance man 
 


